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VUMC IT Migrating to VUMC Instance of Planview

In July 2019, VUMC IT will be migrating its project information into the VUMC instance of Planview Enterprise. Prior to this migration, VUMC IT was still using the VUIT instance of Planview. It now joins HealthIT and other business functions of the medical center in the same project database, allowing for a more complete understanding of IT-related projects at VUMC. After the migration is complete, other departments and divisions will be able to track dependencies with VUMC IT projects, determine whether shared VUMC IT resources are available for other projects, and report more easily on projects with both HealthIT and VUMC IT components. This is a big step in the creation of a single project repository for all IT projects at VUMC.
New Teams Adopt Planview & Projectplace

Welcome to the new teams who have begun using Planview & Projectplace to track project information!

Here’s an overview of our recent additions and how they plan to use the tools in their work:

- **Health & Wellness** is using Planview to keep track of team projects, deadlines, and high-level milestones.
- **Anesthesiology Research** is tracking major phases and enrollment details for its research studies in Planview.
- **Systems Support Services** is using Planview to capture resource time spent on various initiatives, with the goal of using that time data for resource planning on future projects.
- **Strategic Marketing** is poised to go live July 1 with a customized Planview & Projectplace solution that will allow tracking of internally and externally focused marketing projects. The EPMO has worked closely with the team to customize project templates that will simplify project tracking and streamline tracking mechanisms into a smaller, integrated toolkit.

Planview for Enterprise Architecture

VUMC IT, HealthIT, and the EPMO are teaming up to leverage Planview’s Enterprise Architecture capabilities. The goal of this project is to enable strategic planning capabilities within VUMC by creating an application and technology portfolio.

Our IT divisions plan to use this new capability within Planview to answer questions like:

- What applications are being used by which business areas?
- Can we streamline any redundancies in our application portfolio?
- Do we have the right amount of support for our existing technology?
- When should applications be upgraded?

Thank you to the teams working to bring this vision to life!

The EPMO Wants to Hear from You!

- Do you have a favorite project management tool?
- Has your project team tried a technique for project reporting, tracking updates, or sharing information that worked well?
- Have you given a presentation or written a paper about your project management experiences?

If so, please let us know! The EPMO is collecting success stories from our colleagues, and we would love to hear yours. Please email us at vumc.epmo@vumc.org and tell us more. Thank you!